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K9 Cops 2012-03-15

in this fascinating book nigel allsopp lifts the lid on the world of police dogs examining the vital roles they play both in australia

and around the world despite the numerous high tech devices now available to law enforcement officials k9 s as they re known in

the trade remain an indispensable part of police work in a range of fields notably terrorism and border protection k9s may

sometimes be sent into difficult and dangerous situations but this is never done without care and concern for at the heart of their

role is the intimate and symbiotic relationship between dog and handler k9 cops explores the history training and current use of

police dogs as well as considering what future dogs have in modern law enforcement it also includes an a z of police canine units

in 47 countries for all police and military personnel k9 cops is an informative must read book for the rest of us it is an entertaining

and heart warming account that dog lovers the world over will enjoy

When A K9 Goes to Work 2020-03-21

did you ever stop and wonder what does a police k9 and their handler do well look no further this is the book for you a great way

to teach your children about the different job duties of a k9 officer and his handler and how they keep the community safe a great

read for any child whether or not you have a relation to law enforcement

K9 Supervisor's Manual 2021-11-25

understand oversee and develop a police dog program that excels learn the five fundamental factors for running a successful unit

and why some k9 units fail how to mitigate liability issues how to select the right dogs and handlers how to handle budgets and

deal with police dog vendors current training trends and how to develop a positive k9 unit culture k9 units are on the front line for

every dangerous and in progress call and it s up to the unit manager to ensure officers have the best possible dogs equipment

and training for them to do their job and help mitigate the related risk robert eden a retired 28 year police veteran with extensive

experience as a k9 handler and trainer provides police departments with a template for the successful development and

supervision of police service dog operations it provides a wealth of information for supervisors who have limited or no experience

with police dogs as well as new ideas and expert recommendations for those with an extensive k9 background

K9 Rocky 2016-08-19

rocky arrives in the usa as a reject from holland and is sold by the importer to a police department as a potential police working

dog a quick plane trip unites him with his handler and they begin their unusual journey together with a slowly developing bond

they attend their police k9 academy where rocky shines as a gifted and talented student with extreme intelligence and steadfast

intensity after graduation rocky quickly adapts to the street where he finds and sometimes fights hidden suspects rocky burrows

into bushes splashes in canals dives under equipment and intently searches the midnight shadows for lurking offenders and is

shot in the line of duty despite shattered bone in his lower leg rocky still pursues and brings down the gunman during recovery

the community responds from coast to coast and he receives awards from multiple agencies but his very own police department
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who did not issue him a badge refuses to recognize him and state laws prohibit rocky from being classified as a member of law

enforcement regardless rocky heals and returns to work as if nothing had happened and continues his legacy he even competes

in a statewide police k9 competition and is crowned champion rocky is all business and makes a difference he loves his handler

and loves his job and extends maximum efforts for six tough years on the street so get ready lace up your boots and hold on tight

to his leash as k9 rocky a cop without a badge takes you along the life of a wildly talented intensely driven police canine

K9 Unit Police Officer Notebook 2019-11-15

features 120 pages 6x9 inch lined notebook black white cream paper glossy cover

Bandit's Story--my Life as a Police Dog 2004

bandit s story is a book about one of america s true heroes a working k9 police dog this is a fictionalized account of his life in his

words translated into words by his person mom bandit tells in his own unique way what it is like to be a police dog he is currently

retired what he does at work and what he does for fun and all the interesting people he meets along the way he offers advice and

wisdom from a doggie perspective

K-9 Police Dogs 2014

describes what k9 police dogs do where they work how they are trained and which dog breeds are the best at working as police

dogs includes stories about dogs that work for real police forces around the world provided by publisher

Love 2019-11-15

features 120 pages 6x9 inch lined notebook black white cream paper glossy cover

Police K9 Tracking 2010-06-15

meet mattis a k9 police dog who loves helping people and fighting crime alongside his partner sergeant mark learn what mattis s

favorite part of the day is as he follows scent trails tracks down missing items and performs his official police work k9 mattis on

the job from author and police sergeant mark tappan will captivate kids as they discover what a day in the life of a german

shepherd police dog is all about real life hero mattis the k9 officer first captured america s hearts on a e s america s top dog and

at school visits across the country now through this fun story based on mattis s official police work kids will find out what this pup

loves to do each day from driving to the police station in the morning okay sergeant mark does most of the driving to training with

the other officers to using his super sniffer to find missing items but can you guess what mattis s favorite part of the day is this

picture book is for boys and girls ages 4 to 8 is for kids who love dogs are fascinated by police officers or other first responders

or are fans of paw patrol s chase and officer buckle and gloria includes bright action packed illustrations and is a perfect choice

for read aloud events at school or libraries find out why so many have already fallen in love with one of america s fluffiest heroes
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K9 Mattis on the Job 2024-03-12

for members of a police k9 unit partnership is everything in work and in love love at first night shuttled between her alcoholic

parents and foster homes that separated her from beloved younger brother steven it s no wonder tish beck is a woman with trust

issues to avoid getting hurt or hurting someone else she s kept her romantic life commitment free and that s fine by her until she

meets exasperatingly hot funny smart ass k9 officer jeffrey pearl and stupidly spends the night with him currently single and

content jeff s always got his canine bestie rio by his side and loads of human friends he enjoys the occasional close encounter

but hasn t been tempted into anything serious until tish he s inexplicably head over heels too bad she s determined to keep him

at arm s length but when tish s brother winds up in jail again jeff s glad to be the man tish turns to for help and with steven back

on the scene she ll need it soon tish will have to open her eyes and her heart to love and realize where and with whom her

safety truly lies

Trusting the Badge 2021-06-15

inside this book you will find comprehensive information on every aspect of the k9 unit from administration to officer safety on the

job with two decades of experience r s eden presents expert training exercises and deployment procedures action photos back up

his points in addition the author examines the attitudes of law enforcement officers from both within and outside the k9 team and

analyzes how this affects officer performance and morale

K9 Officer's Manual 1993

in 1953 there were zero canine programs on any american police force in 1989 there were more than 2 000 programs with over 7

000 police handler dog teams in 1953 the royal canadian mounted police had the nation s only program with 20 teams but in

1989 there were 46 programs with 300 teams these are dramatic program expansions there have been controversial issues of

using dogs the pros and cons of using dogs for specialized functions are thoroughly analyzed in this book clearly identified are

the elements to be assessed as a prelude to implementing a canine patrol unit with the essential features critical to a unit s

organization operation and ultimate success

POLICE DOGS IN NORTH AMERICA 1990-01-01

a good decoy needs to be an expert in canine communication and needs to know how to use this language to stimulate

aggression in the dog this book explains step by step how to understand the canine paralanguage and how to use your own body

to communicate with the dog it then explains the different types of natural dog aggression and how to use its own language to

trigger the useful types without being abusive to the dog decoys and aggression also describes drills designed to develop skill in

the decoy some are designed to be conducted without dogs until the human demonstrates enough body control to work with a

live animal without injuring the dog or himself this book is the first to combine inter species communication skills with the specific

types of aggression known to be useful to police dog trainers as such it is essential reading for all decoys instructors and
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students alike as well as for k9 personnel handlers and trainers

Decoys and Aggression 1996

enjoy the third book in the laurel springs emergency response series a small town sexy law enforcement series from usa today

and wallstreet journal bestselling author laramie briscoe itÕs not how we make mistakes but how we correct them that defines

usÉ karsyn fallaway tucker didnÕt stop my car as it drove away from his house that summer night and the sting of rejection hasn

t gone away Ê over a year has gone by and i find myself looking for him in all the places heÕd been before it doesnÕt help heÕs

still an enigma i have yet to figure out my friends are the only thing holding me together work is the one thing keeping my mind

busy until my life threatens to tear completely apart tucker williams she drove away and my pride wouldnÕt allow me to stop her

a year later regret keeps me up at night forcing me to replay the moment in my head Ê working with the k 9Õs is the only thing

keeping me going becoming close with the former mtf is a perk i hadnÕt counted on when a child is kidnapped all the hard

feelings have to be put aside to save a life secrets are unearthed and this time as karsyn threatens to break i know iÕm the one

to put her back together tucker karsyn s love story is perfect for readers who love small town romance hotshot police officers

alpha heroes smart sassy heroines friends to lovers happily ever after slow burn emotional romance with plenty of swoon search

terms contemporary romance books adoption romance series new adult romance romantic suspense contemporary romance

beach reads romance novels free romance books alpha male age gap southern romance first responder romance alpha male

secret baby emotional reads alabama sexy friends to lovers for fans of lani lynn vale brittany sahin susan stoker a k evans freya

barker victoria paige abbie zanders marie force carrie ann ryan kristen ashley chelle bliss dale meyer catherine cowles aurora

rose reynolds

Enigma: A Hot Cop, K-9, Second Chance Romance 2020-01-10

features 120 pages 6x9 inch lined notebook black white cream paper glossy cover

Loyal Till the End 2019-11-15

learn how to master the basic skills and common procedures every decoy needs read dogs accurately through seven key factors

stimulate and reward useful forms of k9 aggression a good decoy is a k9 trainer s most valuable tool a good decoy can make a

poor dog better a mediocre dog good and a good dog excellent a poor decoy on the other hand can havedevastating effects

ruining even a good dog stephen mackenzie professor of animal science and deputy sheriff with more than 30 years experience

training and handling police dogs shows you how to master the art of being a decoy in this revised and updated new edition you ll

learn how to communicate effectively with your canine partner and how to stimulate specific types of aggression in the dog in a

safe positive way this guide is essential reading for all decoys including both instructors and students it will improve the

effectiveness of all k9 personnel handlers and trainers get a free ebook through the shelfie app with the purchase of a print copy
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K9 Decoys and Aggression 2015-10-19

k9 commando police and army dogs from new york to berlin dogs have much to teach us humans about selflessness loyalty and

incorruptibility as crime fighters aiding the police special forces dogs in particular heed the call of duty with all the courage that

their owners and fellow officers have author violetta kovacs presents 12 true and touching stories of these brave tough smart and

beautiful animals in her latest book k9 commando police and army dogs from new york to berlin kovacs gives a voice to those

brave and honorable officers of the k9 variety who cannot speak for themselves her tales of their exploits demonstrate what

extraordinary creatures they are for thousands of years man and his four legged best friend have had a special bond as guide

dogs for the blind search and rescue dogs for the lost sheep dogs for shepherds or simply companions for ordinary people dogs

have always taken their place at their masters sides this bond is no more apparent than with the special forces k9 officers kovacs

honors with k9 commando the touching stories in the book prove without a doubt that a dog is not just an animal it testifies to the

truly deep and honest emotional relationship between a police officer and his dog

K9 Commando 2013-11

protecting a community is serious business and takes a fully trained and staffed police force likewise to properly train a police

canine unit takes knowledge skill and experience the police k 9 book gives an in depth analysis and understanding of how to

properly establish maintain and grow a k 9 unit every community is unique but no matter what type of community you serve

adding a canine unit can be an effective tool for you from selecting the right dog and training facility to choosing the correct officer

as well as understanding the paperwork and liabilities the police k 9 book provides a comprehensive look at how a properly

operated k 9 unit can help you more fully protect your community the police k 9 book is unlike any other resource and is destined

to be a reference manual to the industry for years to come

The Police K-9 Unit 2013-12

due to their incredible olfactory abilities dogs have been used by law enforcement agencies for over 100 years the english used

bloodhounds while searching for jack the ripper in 1888 this book details the specialized jobs performed by police k 9 units under

the guidance of their trainers police dogs can sniff out drug smuggling operations terrorist activity and help to locate and rescue

victims includes fact boxes containing numeric factoids and statistics

K-9 Police Units 2009-10-26

through dramatic photography and clear text readers will learn the important role of police dogs in the field of law enforcement the

history of canine patrols is covered as well as the most common breeds training and the many different jobs these animals have

in assisting law enforcement personnel including officer safety suspect apprehension tracking plus bomb and narcotic detection

aligned to common core standards and correlated to state standards abdo daughters is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of

abdo
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K9 2021-12-15

this is a book written for both children and adults there is a wonderful story written just for children and interesting facts and

information for the adults in the children s story learn how a puppy has a dream to be a police dog and how he follows the advice

of his mom and dad then suddenly he gets a chance to prove that he can be police dog just like his father and grandfather these

facts will give you the adult the tools to answer the questions we are sure your child will have it will be fun to learn about how

fantastic police dogs are and do it together with your child police dogs are so fantastic and we hope you will enjoying learning

how they use their nose speed and smarts to help all of us everyday in addition to being a police k9 handler andy has been

featured with cesar milan the dog whisperer on national geographic s love my pit bull tv show he is also a two time number one

bestselling author with dog sniff evidence and dog training for fun and profit and lastly andy owns falco k9 academy in yorba linda

california and they are considered to be the world s premier dog trainers and often referred to king k9

Police Dog Recruit 2016-03-09

guardian of the nighttrust in me my friend for i am your comrade i will protect you with my last breath when all others have left

you and the loneliness of the night closes in i will be at your side together we will conquer all obstacles and search out those who

might wish harm to others all i ask of you is compassion the caring touch of your hands it is for you that i will unselfishly give my

life and spend my nights unrested although our days together may be marked by the passing of the seasons know that each day

at your side is my reward my days are measured by the coming and going of your footsteps i anticipate them at every opening of

the door you are the voice of caring when i am ill the voice of authority when i ve done wrong do not chastise me unduly for i am

your right arm the sword at your side i attempt to do only what you bid of me i seek only to please you and remain in your favor

together you and i shall experience a bond only others like us will understand when outsiders see us together their envy will be

measured by their disdain i will quietly listen to you and pass no judgment nor will your spoken words be repeated i will remain

ever silent ever vigilant ever loyal and when our time together is done and you move on in the world remember me with kind

thoughts and tales for a time we were unbeatable nothing passed among us undetected if we should meet again on another

street i will gladly take up your fight i am a police working dog and together we are guardians of the night perfect gift journal for

k9 officers this notebook features a the poem guardian of the night and a silhouette of an officer and his k9 this journal makes a

thoughtful and useful gift for and is a great way to show your appreciation for the k9 officers who work along side of police offices

to protect us and keep us safe features and uses of this k9 officer s journal notebook 6 x9 fits in a backpack tote bag handbag

and glove compartment 120 blank lined pages 90 gsm white high quality paper premium designed matte cover absorbs scratches

and scuffs use as a prayer journal for taking notes during meetings keeping track of appointments logbook recording your

experiences and more encouraging gift for officers graduating from the police academy buy this k9 journal today and show your

appreciation support and gratitude for your friend or loved one and their guardian of the night to see our other journals click on

the author name just under the title
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Police Officer’s Guide to K9 Searches 2009

this action adventure police story takes place in the south american country of yuñeco the story begins by following the day to

day activities of two police lieutenants roberto berto castillo and claudio vega who are assigned to identify and arrest perpetrators

of serial crimes their first case involves the shooting deaths of three beautiful women ballistics reveal that the women were all

killed with the same 22 caliber gun research indicates that all the women attended yuñeco state college were cheerleaders

together and were age 25 when killed this then becomes the common thread that takes the detectives to the college in an effort

to learn who would have a reason for such murders later while investigating serial robberies lt vega is killed in the line of duty

berto has been with his former partner for so long that he feels he cannot have another partner the chief tells him that a new k 9

police car has just arrived and asks berto if he would like to take the training necessary to become a handler of a strong police

dog thus begins the assignment of berto with his new partner franz a 75 pound strong loyal and fierce german shepherd dog this

is a highly trained dog that trails with his nose high in the air the scent cone of an individual whose clothing he has sniffed

kidnapped victims families lost in the mountains escaping prisoners are just a few of the many assignments given to berto and

franz the reader will enjoy the excitement of participating with berto and his k 9 partner as they move through a number of

challenging and sometimes dangerous assignments this book in not only for those who enjoy police stories it is also for those

who love stories about k 9 dogs these dogs have proved their worth in wars bombings searches therapy etc it is no wonder they

are called man s best friend

Guardian Of The Night K9 Silhouette Journal 2019-05-20

guardian of the nighttrust in me my friend for i am your comrade i will protect you with my last breath when all others have left

you and the loneliness of the night closes in i will be at your side together we will conquer all obstacles and search out those who

might wish harm to others all i ask of you is compassion the caring touch of your hands it is for you that i will unselfishly give my

life and spend my nights unrested although our days together may be marked by the passing of the seasons know that each day

at your side is my reward my days are measured by the coming and going of your footsteps i anticipate them at every opening of

the door you are the voice of caring when i am ill the voice of authority when i ve done wrong do not chastise me unduly for i am

your right arm the sword at your side i attempt to do only what you bid of me i seek only to please you and remain in your favor

together you and i shall experience a bond only others like us will understand when outsiders see us together their envy will be

measured by their disdain i will quietly listen to you and pass no judgment nor will your spoken words be repeated i will remain

ever silent ever vigilant ever loyal and when our time together is done and you move on in the world remember me with kind

thoughts and tales for a time we were unbeatable nothing passed among us undetected if we should meet again on another

street i will gladly take up your fight i am a police working dog and together we are guardians of the night perfect gift journal for

k9 officers this notebook features a the poem guardian of the night and a beautiful k9 officer this journal makes a thoughtful and

useful gift for and is a great way to show your appreciation for the k9 officers who work along side of police offices to protect us

and keep us safe features and uses of this k9 officer s journal notebook 6 x9 fits in a backpack tote bag handbag and glove

compartment 120 blank lined pages 90 gsm white high quality paper premium designed matte cover absorbs scratches and scuffs
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use as a prayer journal for taking notes during meetings keeping track of appointments logbook recording your experiences and

more encouraging gift for officers graduating from the police academy buy this k9 journal today and show your appreciation

support and gratitude for your friend or loved one and their guardian of the night to see our other journals click on the author

name just under the title

Police K-9 Team 2020-02-29

you are a policeman dog owner or in the k9 unit and are looking for a funny notebook then this is the perfect notebook for you to

take notes on 120 dotted pages you can record everything you want while expressing your love for your police dog with the funny

cover for a police officer german shepherd owners and fans of police as well as rescue dogs you can also take a look at our

other police and canine notebooks if you re looking for more notepads and alternatives

K9 Officer's Legal Handbook 2013

in 30 years i ve had 10 k9 partners one was killed on duty one died i n a horrible training accident that made me want to leave

the police k9 unit for good but one special k9 came into my life and said your my partner now your my dad now lets go do this

and boy did we if you like cop reality shows then you will love this book

Guardian Of The Night K9 Journal 2019-05-20

you are a policeman dog owner or in the k9 unit and are looking for a funny notebook then this is the perfect notebook for you to

take notes on 120 dotted pages you can record everything you want while expressing your love for your police dog with the funny

cover for a police officer german shepherd owners and fans of police as well as rescue dogs you can also take a look at our

other police and canine notebooks if you re looking for more notepads and alternatives

Official Criminal Hunting Team 2019-10-31

guardian of the nighttrust in me my friend for i am your comrade i will protect you with my last breath when all others have left

you and the loneliness of the night closes in i will be at your side together we will conquer all obstacles and search out those who

might wish harm to others all i ask of you is compassion the caring touch of your hands it is for you that i will unselfishly give my

life and spend my nights unrested although our days together may be marked by the passing of the seasons know that each day

at your side is my reward my days are measured by the coming and going of your footsteps i anticipate them at every opening of

the door you are the voice of caring when i am ill the voice of authority when i ve done wrong do not chastise me unduly for i am

your right arm the sword at your side i attempt to do only what you bid of me i seek only to please you and remain in your favor

together you and i shall experience a bond only others like us will understand when outsiders see us together their envy will be

measured by their disdain i will quietly listen to you and pass no judgment nor will your spoken words be repeated i will remain

ever silent ever vigilant ever loyal and when our time together is done and you move on in the world remember me with kind

thoughts and tales for a time we were unbeatable nothing passed among us undetected if we should meet again on another
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street i will gladly take up your fight i am a police working dog and together we are guardians of the night perfect gift journal for

k9 officers this notebook features a the poem guardian of the night and a beautiful k9 officer this journal makes a thoughtful and

useful gift for and is a great way to show your appreciation for the k9 officers who work along side of police offices to protect us

and keep us safe features and uses of this k9 officer s journal notebook 6 x9 fits in a backpack tote bag handbag and glove

compartment 120 blank lined pages 90 gsm white high quality paper premium designed matte cover absorbs scratches and scuffs

use as a prayer journal for taking notes during meetings keeping track of appointments logbook recording your experiences and

more encouraging gift for officers graduating from the police academy buy this k9 journal today and show your appreciation

support and gratitude for your friend or loved one and their guardian of the night to see our other journals click on the author

name just under the title

My Police K9 Partners and Our True Stories 2020-12-06

around the world k 9s play a crucial part in police work but more goes into the training and selection of these dogs than you

might think go behind the scenes of the las vegas metropolitan police department k 9 section with a look at how to work with

police dogs and what it takes to become a k 9 handler a great book for people who love dogs and want to learn more about their

importance in law enforcement dog teams explores the selection training and work of k 9 handlers as well as their relationships

with the dogs it details the process of securing a spot in the k 9 unit and the challenges in selecting the right dogs for the work it

also includes interesting facts about police dogs and how dogs solve crime if you want to learn about k 9 police dogs this

fascinating and entertaining account will give you a new perspective on the world of these canine heroes

Police 2019-10-31

take a ride along with sergeant mark tappan and his amazing k9 partner mattis whose heroic actions will inspire you to live

courageously serve selflessly and love passionately because every human and dog has a purpose sergeant mark tappan shares

a unique bond with his k9 partner mattis one of the most decorated police k9s of all time mark knew from the first time they

interacted that mattis was something special as a man of deep faith mark also knew that god s most profound teaching often

comes through the most unexpected sources and he soon realized that mattis was going to teach him about loyalty selfless

service and so much more in a dog named mattis mark shares twelve life lessons he s learned from working with mattis through

these first hand accounts of bravery and service you will learn profound lessons like being willing to go all in and work with all

your heart even when things are uncertain how persistence pays off when you are willing to stick with what you know is right how

to be strong and courageous in the face of adversity and much more you will also get a behind the scenes look at the world of

police k9s and gain a deeper understanding of the many ways that k9 units assist police departments what a k9 officer s daily life

looks like what kind of training police dogs and their handlers must go through how a police dog is tested and selected and the

lengths a dog will go to in order to complete their mission a dog named mattis will capture the hearts of dog lovers everywhere

and remind you that true success is built on relationships filled with trust communication and love
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Guardian Of The Night Journal 2019-05-20

make sure your k9 investigation work holds up in court based on resi and ruud s previous book k9 fraud with updated content

and a new chapter learn how to avoid the most common mistakes handlers make become a better trainer and handler with a

scientific understanding of scent and tracking work train your dog for scent identification lineups using the scientifically proven

dutch standard faulty k9 investigations often have serious consequences the guilty might walk free and the innocent might suffer

internationally recognized dog handlers and trainers dr resi gerritsen and ruud haak use real life case studies historical and recent

to highlight k9 errors that can derail entire investigations each of these mistakes such as influencing your dog s results or relying

on contaminated scents damages your reputation and the value of your work but with the right knowledge and training protocols

you can minimize investigation errors k9 errors have hampered investigations from the earliest uses of dogs for police work in

europe to twenty first century cases such as the 2001 anthrax attacks in the united states don t let the same mistakes happen to

you and your team get a free ebook through the shelfie app with the purchase of a print copy

Dog Teams 2020-07-31

you are a policeman dog owner or in the k9 unit and are looking for a funny notebook then this is the perfect notebook for you to

take notes on 120 dotted pages you can record everything you want while expressing your love for your police dog with the funny

cover for a police officer german shepherd owners and fans of police as well as rescue dogs you can also take a look at our

other police and canine notebooks if you re looking for more notepads and alternatives

A Dog Named Mattis 2024-06-04

this book is definitely more than just police dog management and what you need to know to manage a unit of this nature it gives

insight into the core of the men who work in uniforms with dogs the way they think the dangers they face and their remarkable

day to day experiences their insight into the unknown world of dogs and the bond between human and animal is truly remarkable

what is striking is how they put things into perspective the author s descriptive style makes it an easy read and enhances the vast

amount of knowledge facts and real life experience it portrays covering conceptual ideas on the intricacies of police dog culture in

the book he draws easy to understand comparisons it s like nothing you would expect and yet is everything that you wanted to

know it covers every minute detail of a k9 unit and is written in such a fashion that i think it will have something to offer for years

to come for old and new police and non police alike anyone who reads it will learn something if not about police dogs then about

their own dogs annalie reid kempton express newspaper

K9 Investigation Errors 2016-05-23

dirty cops hidden identities and a deadly stalker police handler tate emory is thankful that sabrina jones saved his trusty k 9

companion sitka but he didn t sign up for national media exposure that publicity unveils his true identity to the dirty boston cops

he took down and brings sabrina s murderous stalker even closer to his target with their covers blown tate will risk his life and his
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guarded heart to save sabrina from a fatal end from harlequin intrigue seek thrills solve crimes justice served discover more

action packed stories in thea k 9 alaska novel series all books are stand alone with uplifting endings but were published in the

following order book 1 k 9 defense book 2 alaska mountain rescue book 3 k 9 cold case book 4 k 9 hideout

Love 2019-10-31

werewolf is the raw real life account of a police k9 named brag and his human partner when they first meet brag shows no

interest in human attachment and the cop is wary of caring too much for a dog whose life he must risk every night but as their

dangerous manhunts push them to their mental and physical limits the two develop an unbreakable bond that blurs the line

between human and canine anyone who has ever loved a dog will embrace this heartfelt story of courage and loyalty

K9 Unit Management 2004

good both as an introduction for officers new to the use of dogs or as a quick reference for the more experienced this book helps

non k9 officers by defining the different situations in which a dog can be helpful how the dog functions during a search and what

officers can do before and during the search to assure its success

K-9 Hideout 2021-06-29

Warning Shots, Just A Cop, and Vanishing Tracks 2009

Werewolf 2021-09-27

Police Officer's Guide to K9 Searches 2009
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